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Abstract
The class of effective actions exactly reproducing the conformal
anomaly in 4D is considered. It is demonstrated that the freedom
within this class can be fixed by the choice of the conformal gauge.
The conformal invariant part of the generic one-loop effective action
expanded in the covariant series up to third order in the curvature is
rewritten in the new conformal basis. The possible applications of the
obtained results are discussed.
1 Introduction: 4D vs 2D
This is a well-known fact that the local conformal invariance is a powerful tool
on the way to exactly solvable models in QFT. The culmination point of this
idea ia a 2-dimensional theory of massless conformal scalar field underlyning
a huge building of the modern string and conformal field theory. This theory
is famous due to the fact that its exact quantum effective action is known in
1
a closed form of the Polyakov action [1, 2]
WP =
1
2
Tr ln✷ =
1
96pi
∫
d2xg1/2R
1
✷
R, (1)
that can be obtained by integrating the local conformal anomaly
gµν
δWP
δgµν
= − 1
48pi
g1/2R. (2)
The extension of this procedure to higher dimensions, namely to 4D, is also
known and exists in the form of the Riegert action [3]
WR =
1
2(4pi)2
∫
d4xg1/2
{
1
4
[
aC2 + dF 2 +
b
2
(
E − 2
3
✷R
)]
× 1D
(
E − 2
3
✷R
)
−
(
c
12
+
b
18
)
R2
}
, (3)
which also generates the local conformal anomaly in 4D:
gµν
δWR
δgµν
=
1
4(4pi)2
g1/2
(
aC2 + bE + dF 2 + c✷R
)
≡ 1
2
TA, (4)
where
C2 = C2µναβ , F
2 = F 2µν , E = R
2
µναβ − 4R2µν +R2,
are respectively the squares of the Weyl tensor, the square of the gauge field
strength and Euler density, a, b, c and d are numerical constants specifying
a concrete conformal-invariant model in 4D, and 1/D is an inverse (Green’s
function) of a special 4-th order differential operator
D = ✷2 + 2Rµν∇µ∇ν − 2
3
R✷+
1
3
(∇µR)∇µ, (5)
having a property of beeing conformal invariant when acting on a scalar
field of zero conformal weight. Here and below we use the sign conventions
Rµ·ανβ = ∂νΓ
µ
αβ − · · · , Rαβ = Rµ·αµβ , R = gαβRαβ .
The both Polyakov and Riegert actions are remarkably similar in struc-
ture. Apart from the local R2 term they are both nonlocal, the Green’s
function of the 4-th order operator D beeing a 4D-generalization of 2D co-
variant D’Alambertian ✷. Apart from the C2 and F 2 terms, nonlocal Riegert
2
action is quadratic in the quantity E − 2
3
✷R, which is a density of the topo-
logical invariant - total derivative term - the 4D generalization of the 2D
Euler density R :
R
1
✷
R ←→
(
E − 2
3
✷R
)
1
D
(
E − 2
3
✷R
)
. (6)
This emphasizes the topological information encoded in 2D and 4D anoma-
lous effective actions. Finally, even their nonlocalities have a similar nature
because a naive infrared behaviour of their Green functions is logarithmic
1
✷
δ(x, y) ∼ 1D δ(x, y) ∼ ln
|x− y|
µ
,
and strictly speaking, does not make sense in asymptotically-flat spacetime,
unless the Green’s functions are acting upon the total derivative terms [5]
(which is just the case of both actions).
The above list of similarities may not be complete, but there exists an
essential difference between two and four dimensions: while the one-loop
action in 2D is actually exhausted by the Polyakov action (up to inessential
constant), the Riegert action in 4D represents only anomalous part of the
total action defined up to a nontrivial conformal invariant functional W of
the metric and matter fields, bearing important physical information:
W
(2D)
1−loop = WP + const ←→ W (4D)1−loop = WR +W. (7)
Such a conformal decomposition of the full action is, obviously not unique and
very little is known about its conformal invariant part W . So, the purpose
of our work is:
(i) to find a class of conformal decompositions of the one-loop effective
action and show that the freedom within this class can be fixed by the
choice of the conformal gauge;
(ii) as a by-product of the above, to find a class of non-local effective actions
generating the conformal anomaly and establish the status of Riegert’s
action in this class;
(iii) to calculate the conformal invariant part of the effective action W by
the technique of the covariant curvature expansion and demonstrate
the drastic simplification of the latter in the new conformal basis of the
non-local invariants;
3
(iv) briefly discuss and speculate on the applications of this conformal de-
composition in black-hole physics, theory of the quantum gravitational
collapse and possible extension of the 2D methods of the conformal
field theory to higher dimensions.
2 Integrating the conformal anomaly
Given the conformal anomaly TA(g), the equation
gµν
δWR
δgµν
=
1
2
TA, (8)
can be easily integrated along the orbit of the local conformal group
gµν(x) = e
−σ(x)gµν(x), (9)
to give
W [g] =W [g] + ∆W [σ, g], ∆W [σ, g] = −1
2
∫ σ
0
dσ′TA(e
−σ′g). (10)
Omitting the technical details, let us mention that the resulting ∆W [σ, g] is
quartic in the conformal group parameter σ(x) and its derivatives
∆W ∼ σ + σ2 + σ3 + σ4.
It is remarkable, however, that cubic and quartic terms here can be absorbed
into a simple conformal invariant
∫
d4xg1/2R2(g) – the functional of gµν , so
that ∆W takes the form
∆W =
1
2(4pi)2
∫
d4xg1/2
{
−1
2
[
aC2 + dF 2 + b
(
E − 2
3
✷R
)]
σ
− b
2
σDσ −
(
c
12
+
b
18
)
R2
}
+
1
2(4pi)2
b
18
∫
d4xg1/2R2(g), (11)
where the quadratic in σ form contains the 4-th order conformal invariant
operator D (5).
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3 Conformal gauge fixing
The further manipulations with eqs. (10) and (11) are aimed to declare
gµν(x) to be the conformal invariant – the unique representative of the class
of equivalence of metrics belonging to the orbit of the conformal group (9).
This can be attained by a conventional gauge-fixing procedure: choosing the
surface of some conformal gauge conditions
χ(g) = 0, (12)
transversal to the conformal orbit and having with this orbit the only one
intersection point g. This configuration-space point g = geσ, when substi-
tuted into the gauge condition, results in the equation for conformal gauge
parameter
χ(geσ) = 0 ⇒ σ = Σ(g), (13)
shifting arbitrary metric gµν(x) along its conformal orbit to its conformal
invariant representative
gµν = e
Σ(g)gµν , gαβ
δ
δgαβ
gµν [g] = 0. (14)
Thus the needed conformal decomposition takes the form
W [g] = W [g] +WA[g,Σ(g)],
W [g] = W [g] +
1
2(4pi)2
b
18
∫
d4xg1/2R2(g), g = eΣ(g)g,
WA[g,Σ] =
1
2(4pi)2
∫
d4xg1/2
{
−1
2
[
aC2 + dF 2 + b
(
E − 2
3
✷R
)]
Σ
− b
2
ΣDΣ−
(
c
12
+
b
18
)
R2
}
(15)
where W [g] andWA[g,Σ(g)] are its conformal-invariant and anomalous parts
respectively.
There are two distinguished, so to say “exactly solvable” conformal gauges
in 4D, in which the gauge parameter Σ(g) can be calculated in a closed form
as a functional of g. One is due to Fradkin and Vilkovisky [4]
χFV(g) = R(g), (16)
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with
ΣFV(g) = 2 ln
(
1 +
1
6
1
✷−R/6R
)
, (17)
the operator ✷ − R/6 (conformal covariant when acting on a scalar of −1
conformal weight) playing the role of the corresponding Faddeev–Popov op-
erator. Another gauge is intrinsically associated with the structure of ∆W
in (11), and can be called the Riegert gauge [3]
χR(g) = E(g)− 2
3
✷R(g), (18)
for which
ΣR(g) = − 1
2D
(
E − 2
3
✷R
)
, (19)
and the anomalous part of (15) coincides with the Riegert one (3) :
WA[g,ΣR(g)] = WR[g].
Curiously enough, there is only one analogous “exactly solvable” confor-
mal gauge in 2D, R(g) = 0 with Σ(g) = (1/✷)R. It would be interesting to
check if the hierarchy of such distinguished gauges grows with the spacetime
dimensionality.
4 Conformal invariant curvature expansion for
W
Very little is known about the conformal invariant part of the effective ac-
tion W , and, to the best of our knowledge, it can be calculated for a generic
background only within certain approximation schemes. One such scheme
recently developed in a series of papers [5, 6, 7, 8] represents a covariant
expansion in powers of curvatures and field strengths with the coefficients -
the nonlocal operator form factors. The interest in this particular approxi-
mation arises from a simple model of the quantum gravitational collapse of a
spherical thin null shell considered by Frolov and Vilkovisky [2]. Under very
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weak assumptions they showed that for quantum effective action modelling
the highest order derivatives
W =
∫
d4x g1/2(R− aC2µναβ) + . . .
(with some nonperturbative constant a) the collapsing null shell of a small
mass M≪ √a does not develop either horizon or singularity, and for large
M is likely to generate a spacetime geometry which is free from singulari-
ties and has a closed apparent horizon surrounding the domain of large but
finite spacetime curvature uniformly bounding the curvature throughout the
whole spacetime. This brings to life the idea of expansion in powers of cur-
vatures and field strengths of small magnitude but however rapidly varying
in spacetime.
For the one-loop effective action
W =
1
2
Tr lnH, (20)
in Euclidean noncompact asymptotically flat spacetime the expansion up to
third order in the curvature ℜ looks as follows [8]:
−W = 1
2(4pi)2
∫
d4x g1/2 tr
{
5∑
i=1
γi(−✷2)ℜ1ℜ2(i)
+
29∑
i=1
Γi(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3)ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(i)
}
+O[ℜ4].(21)
Here H is a generic second order minimal operator
H = ✷1ˆ +
(
Pˆ − 1
6
R1ˆ
)
, ✷ = gµν∇µ∇ν , (22)
acting on an arbitrary set of fields ϕA(x). Here A stands for any set of discrete
indices, and the hat indicates that the quantity is a matrix in the correspond-
ing vector space of field components. The operator (22) depends on three
arbitrary quantities: spacetime metric gµν , covariant derivative connection
and a potential Pˆ .
The quadratic ℜ1ℜ2(i) and cubic ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(i) structures in (21) are invari-
ants which are constructed with the help of the corresponding three “curva-
tures” [6, 8, 9]:
ℜ = {Rµν , Rˆµν , Pˆ}, (23)
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where Rˆµν is a commutator curvature [∇µ,∇ν ]ϕ = Rˆµνϕ. An important
feature of the covariant curvature expansion is that it uses Ricci curvature
tensor rather than the Riemann one due to the fact that in the asymptot-
ically flat spacetime the Riemann tensor can always be eliminated via the
differentiated Bianchi identity
Rαβµν =
1
✷
(
∇µ∇αRνβ +∇ν∇βRµα −∇ν∇αRµβ −∇µ∇βRνα
)
+O[R2]. (24)
The form factors γi,Γi in the covariant curvature expansion (21) are non-
local operator functions of d’Alambertian operator ✷ (subscripts 1, 2, 3 mean
that ✷1 acts on ℜ1 only and similarly for ✷2,✷3). The explicit expressions
for the second order form factors γi were obtained in [6] and have a rather
simple structure
γi(−✷) = const · ln(−✷/µ2) + const. (25)
The third order form factors Γi are significantly more complicated and
schematically can be represented as follows
Γi(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = AΓ(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3)
+
3∑
i,k=1;i<k
Cik
ln(✷i/✷k)
(✷i − ✷k) +B, (26)
where A,B,Cik are complicated rational functions of ✷1,✷2,✷3. The fun-
damental form factor Γ(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) can not be expressed in elementary
functions but has several integral representations [8]. The actual expressions
for (26) are huge and take pages [8].
If one considers the operator H which corresponds to some conformal in-
variant theory, say complex conformal scalar field with λφ4 interaction, it is
possible to obtain the anomaly (4) by direct variation of (21) [10]. Unfortu-
nately this derivation has an important drawback: the resulting anomaly is
not exact for the quantity R2µναβ is expanded in powers of Ricci tensor due to
(24). The effective action (21) reproduces anomaly only up to second order
in the curvature inclusive.
Another important observation comes from the fact that the anomaly (4)
is local while the conformal variation of each ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(i) produces a contri-
bution containing the essentially nonlocal fundamental form factor Γ. In the
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final answer all terms with Γ cancel each other, which was verified by the
direct computation [10]. This means that not all form factors Γi are actually
independent but some of them are linear combinations of the others.
Our goal is to utilize these facts to rewrite (21) in a more compact form
accounting for the conformal anomaly. In order to do so we are going to
perform the conformal decomposition of the action (21) on the anomalous
WA and the conformal invariant part W . For sake of clarity, we restrict
ourselves initially to the purely gravitational part of the action which includes
ten cubic structures composed of spacetime curvatures Rµν and R only:
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(9) = R1R2R3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(10) = Rµ1αRα2βRβ3µ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(11) = Rµν1 R2µνR3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(22) = Rαβ1 ∇αR2∇βR3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(23) = ∇µRνα1 ∇νR2µαR3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(24) = Rµν1 ∇µRαβ2 ∇νR3αβ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(25) = Rµν1 ∇αR2βµ∇βRα3 ν ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(27) = ∇α∇βRµν1 ∇µ∇νRαβ2 R3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(28) = ∇µRαλ1 ∇νRβ2λ∇α∇βRµν3 ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(29) = ∇λ∇σRαβ1 ∇α∇βRµν2 ∇µ∇νRλσ3 . (27)
We can rewrite this part of the effective action in a new basis ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(i)
which is identical to (27) but with Ricci tensor replaced by the tensor Cµν :
Rµν −→ Cµν , (28)
which is a nonlocal contraction of the Weyl tensor
Cµν
def
=
2
✷
∇pi∇τCµpiντ . (29)
The relationship between Rµν and Cµν is
Cµν = Rµν − 1
6
gµνR− 1
3
1
✷
∇µ∇νR +O[R2]. (30)
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It is not hard to see that Cµν is actually a transverse-traceless part of the
Ricci tensor
Cpipi = 0, ∇piCpiα = O[R2].
But the most important feature of Cµν is that in some sense it is a con-
formal invariant part of Rµν . Indeed, for both conformal gauges (17), (19)
Rµν(g) = Rµν(ge
Σ(g)) = Cµν(g) + O[R
2]. (31)
The quantity Cµν is not exactly conformal invariant but unlike Rµν the con-
formal transformation of Cµν is quadratic in curvature
Cµν(ge
σ) = Cµν(g) + O[R
2]. (32)
Taking into account (30) it is not hard to rewrite the cubic part of the
effective action (21) in the new (Cµν , R)-basis and compute the corresponding
new form factors. But now cubic structures can be subdivided into two
qualitatively different groups. The first group includes five structures which
consist of Cµν only:
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(10) = Cµ1αCα2βCβ3µ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(24) = Cµν1 ∇µCαβ2 ∇νC3αβ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(25) = Cµν1 ∇αC2βµ∇βCα3 ν ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(28) = ∇µCαλ1 ∇νCβ2λ∇α∇βCµν3 ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(29) = ∇λ∇σCαβ1 ∇α∇βCµν2 ∇µ∇νCλσ3 . (33)
Due to (32) these structures do not contribute to the conformal anomaly in
a given approximation. It is worth noting that form factors of the structures
(33) remain exactly equal to the form factors of the corresponding original
structures ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(i), i = 10, 24, 25, 28, 29.
Other five structures contain at least one scalar curvature:
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(9) = R1R2R3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(11) = Cµν1 C2µνR3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(22) = Cαβ1 ∇αR2∇βR3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(23) = ∇µCνα1 ∇νC2µαR3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(27) = ∇α∇βCµν1 ∇µ∇νCαβ2 R3. (34)
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All these structures contribute to the anomaly via conformal variation of R.
But the form factors of theese structures are subject to great simplification.
Instead of having the form (26) they all boil down to very short expressions
whose structure can be schematically represented as follows
Γi =
1
✷
+
✷
✷
ln(✷/✷)
(✷−✷) , (35)
where 1/✷ and ✷/✷ stand for some simple ratios of d’Alambertian operators
like 1/✷1 or ✷1/✷2✷3 etc.
Already on this stage we achieved our first goal – the resulting expression
for cubic part of the action is significantly shorter than the original one.
But it is possible to push this simplification even further. The idea is to
eliminate the contribution of structures (34) from the cubic part of the action
completely. It is possible to do this by including in the action the exact
anomalous part (15) and replacing the rest of quadratic in curvature terms
by the explicitly conformal invariant functional.
A simple generalization of the anomalous action (15) to the case of the
conformal invariant theory with the inverse propagator (22) looks as follows.
Let the operator (22) be conformal covariant on the set of fields ϕA(x) with
some conformal weights, under the following transformations of the metric
and matter field strengths
g′µν = e
σgµν , Pˆ
′ = eσPˆ , Rˆ′µν = Rˆµν . (36)
Then the conformal anomaly for the action (20) is given by the trace of the
second Schwinger-DeWitt coefficient(
gµν
δ
δgµν
+ ...
)
W = − 1
2(4pi)2
g1/2tr aˆ2(x, x), (37)
aˆ2(x, x) =
1
6
✷Pˆ +
1
180
✷R1ˆ +
1
180
(R2µναβ −R2µν) 1ˆ +
1
12
Rˆ2µν +
1
2
Pˆ 2,(38)
where the dots denote the conformal variation with respect to relevant matter
fields participating in the transformations (36). One can easily check that
this generic conformal anomaly can be obtained from its particular case (4)
by replacing the numerical parameters a, b and c with −tr 1ˆ/60, tr 1ˆ/180 and
−tr 1ˆ/90 respectively, substituting −Rˆ2µν/12 − Pˆ 2/2 instead of dF 2µν/2 and
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adding the ✷Pˆ term. The corresponding anomalous action can be obtained
by the same modifications from (15) to give
−WA = 1
2(4pi)2
∫
d4xg1/2 tr
{
− 1
18
PˆR − 1ˆ
1620
R2
+
[
− 1ˆ
120
C2µναβ −
1
12
Rˆ2µν −
1
2
Pˆ 2 +
1ˆ
360
(
E − 2
3
✷R
)]
Σ
+
1ˆ
360
ΣDΣ
}
, (39)
where the local PˆR term generates the ✷Pˆ term of the generic anomaly (note
that this local finite term has been first obtained in the second order of the
covariant curvature expansion in [6]).
With this anomalous part the conformal decomposition of the effective
action (20) takes in Fradkin–Vilkovisky (17) or Riegert (19) gauges the form:
W = W +WA. (40)
Notice that, in our approximation for W cubic in the curvatures, these two
gauges are equivalent since ΣFV(g) ≈ ΣR(g) = 13 1✷R + O[R2] and WFV and
WR differ only by O[R
4] terms.
The conformal invariant part of the action W reads
−W = 1
2(4pi)2
∫
d4x g1/2 tr
{
− 1ˆ
60
R
αβ
(
ln(−✷R/µ2)− 16
15
)
Rαβ
− 1
12
Rˆµν
(
ln(−✷R/µ2)− 2
3
)
Rˆµν − 1
2
Pˆ ln(−✷P/µ2)Pˆ
+
∑
Γi(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3)ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(i)
}
. (41)
Here
Rαβ(g) = Rαβ(g)
≡ Rαβ −∇α∇βΣ− 1
2
gαβ(✷Σ + (∇Σ)2) + 1
2
∇αΣ∇βΣ
= Cαβ +O[R
2], (42)
12
and the operators ✷R, ✷P , ✷R are defined in a such a way as to make the cor-
responding R
2
αβ, Pˆ
2, Rˆ2µν terms exactly conformal invariant (and accounting
for zero conformal weights of covariant tensors Rαβ, Rˆµν and the conformal
weight +2 of Pˆ ):
✷R(g)Rαβ = ✷(g)Rαβ = ✷(ge
Σ(g))Rαβ , (43)
✷R(g)Rˆαβ = ✷(g)Rˆαβ, (44)
✷P (g)Pˆ = e
−Σ(g)
✷(g)
(
eΣ(g)Pˆ
)
. (45)
The sum in the cubic part of the action (41) includes only 19 structures,
namely 5 gravitational (33) and 14 matter-field ones:
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(1) = Pˆ1Pˆ2Pˆ3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(2) = Rˆ µ1 αRˆ α2 βRˆ β3 µ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(3) = Rˆµν1 Rˆ2 µνPˆ3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(5) = Cµν1 C2µνPˆ3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(8) = Cαβ1 Rˆ µ2α Rˆ3 βµ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(12) = Rˆαβ1 ∇µRˆ2µα∇νRˆ3νβ ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(13) = Rˆµν1 ∇µPˆ2∇νPˆ3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(14) = ∇µRˆµα1 ∇νRˆ2 ναPˆ3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(16) = ∇µCνα1 ∇νC2µαPˆ3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(17) = Cµν1 ∇µ∇νPˆ2Pˆ3,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(18) = C1αβ∇µRˆµα2 ∇νRˆνβ3 ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(19) = Cαβ1 ∇αRˆµν2 ∇βRˆ3 µν ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(21) = Cµν1 ∇µ∇λRˆλα2 Rˆ3αν ,
ℜ1ℜ2ℜ3(26) = ∇α∇βCµν1 ∇µ∇νCαβ2 Pˆ3. (46)
None of these structures contain a scalar curvature, which makes them con-
formal invariant in a given approximation.
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The form factors Γi have several integral representations. The most com-
pact one is so called α-representation in which the functions are given in
terms of the integrals〈
P (α,✷)
−Ω
〉
3
=
∫
α≥0
dα1 dα2 dα3 δ(1− α1 − α2 − α3)P (α,✷)−Ω , (47)
where
Ω = α2α3✷1 + α1α3✷2 + α1α2✷3,
and P (α,✷) is an arbitrary polynomial in α with ✷-dependent coefficients.
In this representation the form factors are
Γ1(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) =
〈
1
−Ω
(1
3
)〉
3
, (48)
Γ2(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) =
〈
1
−Ω
(4
3
α1α2α3
)〉
3
+
1
3
ln(✷1/✷2)
(✷1 − ✷2) , (49)
Γ3(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) =
〈
1
−Ω(2α1α2)
〉
3
, (50)
Γ5(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) =
〈
1
−Ω
(
1
9
α1 +
1
9
α1α2 − 2
9
α1α3
+
✷1
✷2
(1
9
α2 +
1
9
α2
2
))〉
3
+
1
4✷2
− ✷3
24✷1✷2
, (51)
Γ8(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) =
〈
1
−Ω
(
1
6
α2 +
5
3
α1α2
− 2α12α2 − 4α1α2α3 + 8α1α22α3
+
✷2
✷1
(
− 1
6
α1 +
1
3
α1α2 + 2α1
2α2 + α1α3 + 8α1
2α2α3
))〉
3
, (52)
Γ10(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) =
〈
1
−Ω
(1
3
α1α2α3
)〉
3
+
1
270✷3
− ✷1
540✷2✷3
, (53)
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Γ12(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷1
[〈
1
−Ω
(
8
3
α1
2 − 4α13
+
✷1
✷2
(1
3
α2
)
+
✷1
✷3
(1
3
α3
))〉
3
+
ln(✷1/✷2)
(✷1 − ✷2)
( ✷1
3✷3
)
+
ln(✷1/✷3)
(✷1 − ✷3)
( ✷1
3✷2
)]
, (54)
Γ13(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷1
[〈
1
−Ω
(
2α1
)〉
3
+ 2
ln(✷2/✷3)
(✷2 − ✷3)
]
, (55)
Γ14(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷3
〈
1
−Ω
(
2α3 − 4α32
)〉
3
, (56)
Γ16(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷1
〈
1
−Ω
(4
9
α1 +
4
3
α2α1
2 − 4
9
α1α3
−4
3
α1
2α3
)〉
3
+
1
6✷1✷2
, (57)
Γ17(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷1
[〈
1
−Ω
(
2α1
2
)〉
3
+
ln(✷2/✷3)
(✷2 −✷3)
]
, (58)
Γ18(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷1
〈
1
−Ω
(
2α1
2 − 8α12α2
+8α1
2α2α3
)〉
3
, (59)
Γ19(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷1
[〈
1
−Ω
(
− 4α12α2α3
)〉
3
+
1
6
ln(✷2/✷3)
(✷2 − ✷3)
]
, (60)
Γ21(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷1
[〈
1
−Ω
(
8α1
2α3 − 16α12α32
)〉
3
−2
3
ln(✷2/✷3)
(✷2 −✷3)
]
, (61)
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Γ24(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷2
[〈
1
−Ω
(
− 5
54
α2 − 23
270
α1α2 +
2
5
α1
2α2
− 4
15
α1
3α2 +
1
270
α2
2 +
13
270
α2α3 − 1
5
α1α2α3 +
4
15
α1α2α3
2
+
✷2
✷1
(
− 2
45
α1 +
1
45
α1α2 +
1
45
α1α3
))〉
3
+
ln(✷2/✷3)
(✷2 − ✷3)
(−✷2
30✷1
)]
+
1
540✷2✷3
, (62)
Γ25(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷1
[〈
1
−Ω
(
− 13
135
α1 − 56
135
α1α2
+
28
45
α1α2
2 +
32
45
α1
2α2
2 +
16
15
α1α2
2α3
+
✷1
✷3
(
− 8
45
α3 − 37
135
α1α3 +
16
45
α1
3α3 +
11
135
α2α3
+
28
45
α1α2α3 − 4
45
α2
2α3 − 16
45
α1α2
2α3 +
1
135
α3
2
+
32
45
α1α3
2 − 16
45
α1
2α3
2 − 32
45
α1α2α3
2 +
16
45
α2
2α3
2
))〉
3
+
ln(✷1/✷2)
(✷1 − ✷2)
(−2✷1
15✷3
)]
− 1
135✷1✷3
+
1
270✷2✷3
, (63)
Γ26(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷1✷2
〈
1
−Ω
(
4α1
2α2
2
)〉
3
, (64)
Γ28(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷1✷2
〈
1
−Ω
(8
3
α1
2α2
2α3
)〉
3
+
1
135✷1✷2✷3
, (65)
Γ29(−✷1,−✷2,−✷3) = 1
✷1✷2✷3
〈
1
−Ω
(8
3
α1
2α2
2α3
2
)〉
3
. (66)
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With the help of the algorithms described in [8] the α-representation can
be converted to several other integral representations: the spectral, Laplace
and explicit one.
The effective action (40), (39), (41) is the desired new representation
of the original effective action in the generic field model. In the conformal
invariant model this representation performes the splitting of (21) in the
anomalous and conformal invariant parts, and the action (40) reproduces
the conformal anomaly via WA exactly. Strictly speaking, this conformal de-
composition has a natural interpretation only in conformal invariant theories
with the properties (36). But, as it has been checked by direct calculations,
the representation (39)–(41) is also valid for a theory with a generic operator
H .
5 Conclusions
In conclusion let us dwell on possible implications of the obtained result.
One of the prospects opening with the knowledge of the conformal invariant
part W (actually, the knowledge of the one-loop 3-vertex for a generic field
theory) might be utilized in extending and generalizing the 2D results for
correlation functions, operator products, etc. to 4D and higher dimensions
[11].
The main field of application is, however, the theory of quantum black
holes and quantum gravitational collapse. Here the major problem is a quan-
tum backreaction which is expected to be dominated by the Hawking radia-
tion. The latter arises in the presence of the BH horizon and is, apparently,
of the nonperturbative nature, since its flux and density are inverse to the
mass of a black hole, which is proportional to the curvature magnitude
ℜ ∼M, < Tµν >Hawking∼ 1M4 .
Apparently, this would mean that a naive curvature expansion breaks down,
but its conformal version with the exact anomalous part WA could still be
useful in view of the following observation. The BH metric in the vicinity of
the horizon is conformally equivalent to the homogeneous spacetime R×H3
with the spatial section H3 of constant negative curvature [12]
ds2|horizon ≈ e2σ(−dt2 + dl2H3).
17
Therefore the effect of this conformal factor can be taken into account by
the proposed method of the conformal decomposition provided the constant
spatial curvature can also be incorporated in the calculation of the conformal
invariant part of the effective action W .
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